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1. Introduction 

Slamming wave impact on cylindrical structures is a frequently occurring event in the ocean and offshore 
environment. This can range from slamming on pipelines of vessels to cylindrical structural members of offshore 
platforms and monopiles of offshore wind turbines. Sometimes, wave impact can be so violent that they cause 
damage to these cylindrical members, hence indicating the underestimation of the slamming loads during 
design. Therefore, it is of great importance to have precise information about the maximum loads which could 
occur on these structures during their lifetime. Hereby, a distinction has to be made between the impact on a 
rigid and deformable body. The loads acting on a flexible structure are smaller than these acting on a rigid one, 
since a part of the impact energy will be absorbed by the deformation. However, the degree of this decrease with 
respect to rigid bodies is not known so far. 

Various analytical studies already exist which describe water impact of rigid (Faltinsen, 1977; Wienke, 2001; 
Sun and Faltinsen, 2006) and deformable cylindrical objects (Sun and Faltinsen, 2006). In contrast, little 
experimental information has been gathered in the meantime to validate these theoretical models. 

This research intends to give extended experimental data on the local pressures and loads acting on a rigid 
and deformable cylinder during water impact, as function of impact velocity. The results from the rigid and 
deformable cylindrical models will be compared mutually, and with the available literature. 

2. Methods 

Two cylindrical objects are used in the experiments. A quasi-rigid cylinder is constructed as a PVC tube with 
steel frameworks inserted inside to guarantee the rigidity of this object. Further on, a clearly deformable cylinder 
is fabricated as a composite shell of glass fibers embedded in an epoxy matrix. Both cylinders have the same 
dimensions. 

Slamming of the cylinders on the water is achieved by dropping them from a certain height into a water 
basin. A vertical drop test rig (see Figure 1) was therefore designed which contains a wheeled impactor to guide 
the test object along two vertical rails. 

Figure 1: The experimental drop test rig 

The cylinders are tested using drop heights ranging from 0.1 m to 1.2 m are tested. These drop heights 
correspond with impact velocities which are slightly different from the theoretical expected ones, due to the 
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friction between the impactor wheels and the vertical rails. The actual impact velocities are measured with a high 
speed camera using the Digital Image Correlation technique. 

The loads are measured during the experiments in two ways. Pressure sensors mounted at the surface of the 
cylinders at the bottom measure the local loads while the global forces are recorded by using three force sensors 
which are mounted above the cylindrical objects. 

3. Results and conclusions 

When the loads acting on the cylinders are considered in the time domain, it can be observed that local and 
global loads act on a complete different time basis (see Figure 2). While the local pressures pulses at the 
bottom of the cylinders occur only for a few hundred microseconds, the global force pulses last for 10 or 20 ms. 
Furthermore, the time at which the global forces reach their maximum value is relatively much later then the 
maximum of the local pressure at the bottom of the cylinders: these pressure pulses are already past when the 
global force is at its maximum. 
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Figure 2: Force and pressure acting on the 
rigid cylinder 

When considering the peak values of the bottom pressures and forces, it can be observed that for both 
cylinder types these peaks rise non-linearly with impact velocity (see Figure 3). The relationship might be of 
second order or even higher. This explains why in heavy storms, where the waves reach velocities up to more 
than 10 m/s, impact loads can become so high that they induce damage. 

Furthermore, it can be noticed in Figure 3 that for both pressures and forces, the measured values for the 
flexible cylinder are smaller than these obtained for the rigid one. This indicates that part of the energy has been 
converted into deformation energy. For the forces, the reduction rate is even higher than 50%. This observation 
illustrates the ability of flexible composite marine constructions to eliminate high stress peaks during slamming 
wave impact. 

Impact force as function of impact velocity 
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Figure 3: Impact force and pressure as function of impact velocity for the rig id and deformable cylinder 
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